PART 3BANOTHER NATURAL ANTIBIOTIC
This is for those of you who have asked and want to know about silver and nebulizing it.
SILVER
Silver is a natural antibiotic that has been used forever to treat cuts, burns, wounds and infections. It was used
to preserve foods before refrigeration was invented. It can heal staph, MRSA, skin rashes, and other
infections. I have used it successfully for years also as a hand and skin sanitizer, and internally for all sorts of
ailments, especially colds, flu, and viruses.
There are silver sprays you can use orally and topically to protect your mouth, throat, and skin.
Liquid silver can be used in dropper form in sinuses, ears, and eyes, as a prevention, and for healing. You can
take it orally when you feel sick.
Gargle with silver for sore throats. Especially good when you use a little salt water with it but it is not
necessary.
There are also silver sprays to disinfect your hands when going out, and to use to disinfect grocery cart
handles. But that can get pricey. I use 70% alcohol spray in a small bottle for grocery carts, and I keep the
silver for anything I need to apply on my skin, because alcohol can be toxic on your body if used daily and
often, so you do not want to use it too regularly on your hands. I do not want to waste my silver on carts or
other surfaces. 70% alcohol is so much cheaper for that purpose. (Or you can use the regular 3% HP).
To clean home surfaces I use normal 3%Hydrogen Peroxide (or Vinegar for regular cleaning. I don't mix them.
Not sure if they would interact with each other. I think they might, depending on how diluted it is).
Authentic good silver products really work well at killing germs and healing skin, gargling for sore throats, for
earaches, eye infections, mouth sprays, and hand and skin sanitizer. You can also use silver on the inside of
your nose, or sniff/spray up your sinuses before going out to prevent viruses from getting into your lungs, or
to heal and stop various sinus conditions, etc. And you can take a dropperful or two orally when feeling sick to
kill viruses and infections.
BUT A WORD OF CAUTION HERE. Q TIPS ARE TREATED WITH A TOXIC SUBSTANCE ETHYLENE OXIDE THAT IS
CANCER CAUSING WHICH IS WHY I HAVE NEVER ALLOWED THEM TO SWAB MY NOSE WITH THEM. IMAGINE
DOING SO EVERYDAY OR TWICE A WEEK. NOT TO MENTION THE TOXIC FIBERS THEY ARE NOW FINDING IN
THEM WITH THE LIVE THINGAMAJIG" THAT MOVES AND KEEPS SHOWING UP UNDER A MICROSCOPE. ALL
THIS STUFF COMES FROM CHINA SO HOW CAN YOU TRUST THE SAME PEOPLE RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATING
THE VIRUS IN A LAB WITH MAKING ALL OUR TESTING MATERIALS, AND WORSE, THE BLUEPRINT FOR THE
VACCINES? EVERYTHING WE GET FROM CHINA IS DOUSED IN CANCER CAUSING CHEMICALS. NEED I SAY
MORE? USE A DROPPER FOR YOUR NOSE.
DO NOT OVERDO SILVER EVERYDAY INTERNALLY, OR FOR LONG TERM. USE ONLY INTERNALLY IF SICK. TOO
MUCH CAN AFFECT THE LIVER, ETC.
I have been asked about nebulizing silver. I have heard and read that some people do nebulize with silver.
I have NEVER done so.

I love it for topical and oral uses, and I have used it very successfully for that, but I have NEVER used it for
nebulizing. It is a metal and what it would do inside your lungs I have no idea.
But from what I have read it says this:
1) FOR NEBULIZING USE ONLY COLLOIDAL SILVER OR SILVERSOL, AND NEVER USE MORE THAN 1520PPM BECAUSE ANYTHING WITH A HIGHER PPM "CAN AGGLOMERATE IN THE LUNGS TO FORM LARGER
PARTICLES". (Yikes !) That makes me hesitant. Why? Because of what #2 says....
2) USE ONLY A REPUTABLE BRAND. (WELL, EVERYONE CLAIMS TO BE REPUTABLE). And then there is #3...
3) SILVER CAN INTERACT WITH SOME MEDS SO THIS MUST BE CONSIDERED FIRST. That is true of most
meds. And most mainstream allopathic doctors are uninformed about what in the natural alternative
universe will interact, or not, with synhtetic meds. Therefore they will all, almost always, say no and leave it
in your court to take the med, or do your own thing. Unless they are of that rare breed that know about
both allopathic and natural naturopathic options. That is how it is with most natural treatments, because
medical school does not teach natural alternative approaches. Big Pharma subsidizes them so the reason for
that is obvious. Truth be known, they are taught nothing about alternative treatments unless they take it
upon themselves to learn about a treatment on their own. The allopathic doctors I have had have little to
no knowledge of natural approaches. However, the ones that do are usually willing to work with you on
adjustments. I have found one or two in my years of looking.
Now given all that, because of the extreme censorship of silver in regards to stopping or treating COVID, it
does make me very suspicious that it may be working really well because they have systematically been
removing every remedy that works to heal or protect. That is a red flag that something is working and they
do not want that information out there. Silver kills all coronaviruses, so why not COVID?
I know for a fact that silver works to protect hands, sinuses, ears, eyes, and skin, and it works for gargling
with if you have a sore throat or swollen glands. I have been using it for years for all of these and it has
always worked with very quick results because it is an antibiotic, anti-fungal, and anti-viral. BUT I HAVE
NEVER USED IT FOR NEBULIZING . I am not sure what the particle size would do in the lungs. So this is where
I would be careful, and why I have not even thought to nebulized with it. Some of you may have experience
with it, or know more about this method of using silver than I do. I HAVE experienced its effectiveness
using it orally, topically, and for all the other uses I metioned. So that is all I can tell you regarding
nebulizing silver. For now I am sticking with the diluted Food Grade 3% Hydrogen Peroxide. (Or you may
choose the 12% which requires the higher dilution.) It works and is much cheaper for this use. It is a mist
and will not harm the lungs.
Another way you can use silver safely is in a Humidifier or in an Essential Oil Diffuser. Humidifying and
diffusing deals mostly with your sinuses, eyes, and mouth, and can help lungs, but it does not go deep into
lungs. Just stopping any virus at your entry points (eyes, ears, nose, mouth) before it gets to the lungs cuts
down on the viral load and often even weakens it enough to stop it from being able to make you sick. Just
add a few drops of silver to distilled water in the tank and inhale. And adding a drop or two of iodine to the
tank really enhances the healing properties of it. It would also kill the viruses in the general area where the
steam saturates. My guess is HP drops can be added also. Why not? I would not use them together though,
without knowing their interaction. Use one or the other.

To get the treatment far into the lung tissue you must nebulize, and I think the 3% Food Grade Hydrogen
Peroxide is safer because silver products vary so much depending on the manufacturer, and it's hard to
know which ones would be safe for nebulizing. Many claiming to be colloidal silver are NOT colloidal. So
unless the silver is made specifically for nebulizing, I would stick to the 3% HP for nebulizing. If anyone has
experience with nebulizing silver safely let me know details.
These next products are the silver products I use. The link is below and they are very discounted right now
because the inventor is liquidating them. The CDC is making it difficult for certain people they are targeting
to sell anything that is beneficial. These silver products are VERY popular and this is one of the few places
you can still get them now. This is the inventor's site. His silversol is patented and used by the military for a
very long time. I have spoken several times to him and he has been doing this for years. He said authentic
good grade silver never expires in its ability to kill germs. He just recently tested the silver in a bottle he has
had for 18 years and it is still active ! (He keeps this bottle to test just for that prupose.) But by law they
must always put a 3 year expiration date on it as they require with all supplements and natural alternatives.
I did not know this. So you can stock up on the silver and not worry if it will expire before you finish it all. It
won't. Because the CDC may ban silver soon. It is hard to get it in most places now because sellers are being
harrassed by the CDC.
These products will work well for prevention and treatment:
Silver Bullet - Liquid Drops - use to gargle for sore throats, swollen glands, (works on contact). You can add a
little salt water if you want more to gargle with. If you dilute it too much it may not work on contact as
well; for eyes; earaches; sinus drops or put drops up your sinuses before going for protection to lessen viral
load or kill viruses.
Swish And Swallow Mouthwash and Gargle - Excellent as a preventative via the mouth; There is a small
spray travel bottle to carry and use for mouth, or it can be used as hand spray sanitizer, to spray grocery
cart handles carts or seat handles, etc. For handles and cart surfaces I prefer to carry a small bottle of 70%
alcohol to use because it is so much cheaper and I do not want to waste my silver on cart handles. I use the
silver on hands because alcohol can be toxic with so much use.
NOTE: He told me that this could be used to replace Silver Bullet if you cannot get that because the ppm is
the same. However it is more diluted and it has mint in it. Mint is fine orally and even on hands. But I do not
want mint in my eyes or ears or sinuses. So if you run out of silver bullet try their other gargle sold for pets.
It has NO mint, but is the EXACT same formula.
Peebles Mouthwash - It's sold "for pets" but he told me that was only because it has no mint. Animals do
not like mint. It is exactly the same ingredients as the "human" formula Swish and Swallow without the
mint. So if you have no Silver Bullet, or you want something cheaper and you need something for eyes, ears,
nose, etc. you can use Peebles. It's a mouthwash and gargle. Again, you can add salt water if you have a
sore throat (opt.).
Silver Wound Gel - This is one of my favorites. It was developed for the miltary and is military grade.
Stronger than the other Silver Skin face/body creme. It disinfects and heals. It last and keeps working for 3
days on skin unless you wash it off. So wash it off when you come home if you use it. This stuff speeds up
healing very fast. I use a very small amount of this on my hands when I go out for protection instead of toxic

hand sanitizers. You do not need much. It is for wounds, cuts, burns, anything skin related. The large size
tube lasts a very long time.
Super Silver Skin Creme - Face and body creme. This is not as strong as the Silver Wound Gel but it is still
sufficient. This is more of a skin repair and protectant. I use this on the face because the Silver Wound Gel is
too much for the face. The skin creme is for face, and body. It has almost the same level of protection as
the Silver Wound Gel. I use the Silver Wound Gel in a very small amount for hands when going out, and the
skin cream in even smaller amounts for the face because my son, who has autism, touches his face a lot and
puts his hands in his mouth all the time. You do not want the wound gel going in your mouth on a constant
basis.
The Super Silver Whitening and SuperBlue toothpastes are their best sellers. I alternate and use both of the
silver toothpastes offered there. One has iodine added and the other does not.
The link to order these is below. Many sites (except Amazom- go figure) are having to "liquidate" the
silversol and silver products this man sells because the CDC is trying to confiscate all silver products now.
Since COVID, nothing other than the "vaccine" is allowed to be used to help you. Silversol is patented
because it is a known antibiotic/anti-fungal healing cure for viruses and infections. Seriously crazy stuff
going on with the banning of useful and effective products now.
SILVER PRODUCTS LINK:
https://www.healthyhappybodycare.com

